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Cake taker
Teeth

Dont worry, these teeth
won’t take a bite of
your delicious cakes.

Whale tooth brush
holder
Whale
A giant whale swims
sliently in your bathroom, and here comes its breath-taking
breath.

Red wine stopper
Pipe
No more spilled wine at
the dinner table, with this elegant wine stopper
every romantic dinner
will be a success.
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Red Wine Stoper
Someone looks a bit thirsty!
With this dog climbing into
your wine you will have a playful and eyecatching item
for sealing your bottles.

Red Wine Stoper
No more spilled wine
at the dinner table,
with this elegant wine
stopper every romantic
dinner will be a success.

Red Wine Stoper
Royal family Wine stopper
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Red Wine Label
Glass tag

“Peter, did you finish my wine again !”
“Im so sorry, I did not know”
Ever exprinced that ?
Next time don’
t argue, tag your glass.

Red Wine Label
Glass tag

Ice Tank
Historical sites Ice tray
How cool would it be to visit America,
India or Egypt all in one day ?
Just do so by popping their most
famous buildings into a cool drink
whilst enjoying the sun back home.
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Toothpick box

Cookie Cutter
Celebrities Cookie mold
Christmas time, snow ...
And always the same boring cookies.
Put an end to this and makes cookies
looking like Michael Jackson or Lionel
Richie.
Finally a real suprise for Christmas !

Pinocchio iPad Holder
Are you a fan of fairytales?
Finally Pinocchio’s lies
are useful to someone.

iPad Holder
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Bored of TV, always the same shows
and full of annoying ads ? Become
the master of your own program !
Plug in your Ipad and decide what
you want to see.

Ashtray
Rocket
It might not take you to the moon
but give you the feeling that the
stars are not so far away when you
sit outside, enjoying your cigarette.

Ashtray
Chimney house
With its little chimney this house
will start puffing when you do.
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Tea infuser

Tea time with the Queen,
with the protection of her
loyal solider.

Keychain
Balloon dog Keychain
If dogs can guard houses
why not let them take care
of your keys ?

Skull nail clipper
Someone is on to your nails!

